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Abstract: Digital technology is developing very rapidly, and the demand for devices to preserve data of large scale is
increasing at an equal intensity. As such, the storage and transmission of data in efficient ways have become
indispensable. The early solution seems to be the compression of data. With this article we aim to introduce a new
technique of numerical data compression based on the Data Representation through Combination theory. Our approach
is applied to lossless and lossy image compression. It presents better results compared to pre-existing methods,
especially regarding lossless data compression. According to this technique, which uses the index representation of
data instead of the original image, we gain not only compression but also other security benefits such as cryptography,
steganography and watermarking.
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I. INTRODUCTION
With the widespread use of computers the efficient storage
and transmission of large scale data has become necessary
and is now very much in demand.
To minimize the size in bytes of information, compression
can be used. It can be achieved by the removal of one or
more of the three basic data redundancies [1]:
1. Coding Redundancy
2. Inter-pixel Redundancy
3. Psycho-visual Redundancy
Rapid changes in technology lead to new demands in
compression techniques [2]. Information can exist in three
different forms, 1D- (speech), 2D- (image), and 3D(object in space). Our approach is applied to the second
type of data— images. However, it can also very simply
be applied to the other types of data without any
significant changes. Image compression means the
minimization of the size of graphical files while
maintaining their quality to an acceptable level for the
human visual system. The various compression techniques
used can help reduce the storage and transmission costs of
this type of data [3].
There are lossy and lossless techniques [4].
Lossless techniques are very important in applications
where precision is valued, such as in medical imagery or
deep space research. Some of the most known techniques
for lossless compression are:

Run Length Encoding (RLE) [5]

Huffman Encoding [6,9]

Lempel-Ziv-Welch Coding (LZW) [7,9]

Arithmetic Coding [8]

Delta encoding [8]

Transform-based compression [8]

Data Representation Through Combinations [9]
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Lossy techniques on the other hand, are more widely used
in aspects from web development to personal everyday
use. Some of the most important standards are: JPEG,
JPEG2K, JPEGXR, Fractal Compression, Embedded Zero
tree[10][11], Wavelet Encoding, SPIHT Compression
[12]etc.
Most recent methods regarding both lossy and lossless
types of compression are a combination of traditional
methods and new mathematical theories such as [13].
Other fields of study regarding data compression include
neural networks described in[14]. Neural networks seem
to be well suited for this particular task as they have a
capacity to preprocess input patterns to produce simpler
patterns with fewer components[15],[16]. In any case,
lossless techniques have a compression rate of about2:1 or
even slightly higher, but usually they cannot go any
further than that. Except from[9] and another technique
that is closely based on it called Spiral Compression [17],
that can give a compression rate of 4:1 for lossless
compression and 5.33 for an almost lossless compression
[18].
With this paper, we are going to introduce another
technique based on data representation through
combination called ―Numerical Data Compression.‖ It is a
technique that can result in lossless and adaptively lossy
compression depending on the user’s needs. It has a
simpler algorithm than the two previously mentioned
techniques, a better compression rate, as well as a much
smaller work load for the processor.
II. DATA REPRESENTATION THROUGH COMBINATIONS
An image is generally represented by a matrix of samples.
Each sample is expressed in binary way by a sequence of
bits. If we take in consideration images we can say that an
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image with width W and height H is represented by W*H
pixels. Each of the pixels (samples) could take values from
0 to 255 (for gray levels images). Ergo, to memorize an
image we need W*H* 8 bits.
The ―Data Representation through Combinations‖ theory
[9] presents a new way of defining an image. Instead of
analyzing the pixels and writing them in the file, a unique
number is assigned for each combination of pixels. This
number is referred to as the ―index.‖ Thus an image is
nothing but a combination of pixels and this combination
is numbered. As such, we put this number in the file
instead the original image.
If we consider the set of Images with 2 x 2 pixels (W=2
and H=2): Pixel 1 to Pixel 4 as pointed out by Table 1.
Each pixel may have a value between 0 and 255=L1(where L expresses the gray levels).The number of
combinations is LWxH= 2562x2= 232, which means that the
index of any image is between 0 and 232-1. To store this
index in a file, we need between 0 and 32 bits (where 32
bits is the worst case).The lower is the index, the lower is
the number of bits needed.
Index

Pixel 1

Pixel2

Pixel3

Pixel4

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

2

2

0

0

0

.
.
.
4421768

68

.
.

0

68

0

This theory gives great results not only in data
compression but it intrinsically brings forth opportunities
in other fields, such as information security, as it can
easily be used for cryptography, steganography and
watermarking.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
According to Data Representation through Combinations,
we extract a sole index for the entire given file data (1D
signal, the image, or the object in space). In reality such a
thing cannot be applied due to hardware limits. Instead we
can split the object into small pieces and find the index of
each piece. Therefore, the result is a group of indexes
instead of the original signal, which would evidently be
smaller than the original. In the following text, we
introduce a new technique called ―Numerical Data
Compression‖ which operates with integers.
Our
approach has been tested on one type of data, being 2D
signals (images), but it can also be applied to otherdimensional types of data. The principal concept of
Numerical Data Compression is expressed by the
following algorithm:
Encoding process:
1.
Turn image into vector
2.
Save positions of negative numbers
3.
Spit vectors into groups with 6 pixels
4.
For each group find index
5.
Repeat the same process for Signs vector
6.
At the end we have the size of the vector, a vector
of indexes and a vector of sign indexes.
7.
Send to the receiver
Decoding process:
1.
Receive the file
2.
Divide the vector of indexes from vector of signs
3.
Convert indexes to pixels values
4.
Repeat the same process for vector of signs
5.
Join groups of pixels
6.
Return negative values
7.
Turn vector into image

This technique can be used to obtain lossless data
compression as described in the algorithm above but also
lossy data compression. In this case, the algorithm will
4
256 -1
255
255
255
255
change slightly. We add a division step between step 2 and
3 of the encoding process and a multiplier step between
step 6 and 7 of the decoding process. The factor of
Table 1: all possible combinations for Image 2 x 2 pixels [19]
division is altered form 1 (lossless) to 10 for a satisfactory
Therefore, the compression ratio varies from (example: compression. Therefore, we lose from 0 to 9 gray levels by
which the difference is hardly detectable by the human
combination # comb-1)
visual system. Clearly, this factor could be more than 10
but in this case the artefacts would be noticeable by the
𝑀 × 𝑁 × 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑝 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝐿)
min =
:1
naked eye.
𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑝 𝑀 × 𝑁 × 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝐿)
IV. RESULTS
to (combinations 0 and 1):
A number of experiments have been carried out in order to
evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm.
max = 𝑀 × 𝑁 × 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑝 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝐿) : 1
Different contents of varying sizes have been tested. In the
Thus, depending on the combination, the compression image below, we can find three samples of different
qualities of compression accompanied by their
ratio may be low (min) or very high (max).
corresponding results.
For more details you can refer to the original article[9].
.
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Compression
Original
BW Imagemultiplier

=1

Compression
multiplier = 2
Original BW Image

Compression multiplier = 4

Compression
Original
BW Imagemultiplier

=8

Compression multiplier = 10

Compression multiplier = 12

Original BW Image

Image

Lena

Size (pixels)

W-256 H-256

Compression multiplier

1

Compression rate [CR]
CPU time used for
compression
CPU time used for
decompression
(RMS)

5,35

2

4
6.13

8

7,61

10
8.32

12
9

9.66

0.3

0.094

0.094

0.062

0.078

0.094

0.9

0.265

0.265

0.234

0.218

0.218

0

0.71

1.88

4.16

5.34

(PSNR) dB

Infinity

51.17 dB

42.66 dB

35.75 dB

33.58 dB

Structural Similarity (SSIM)

1,000

0,998

0.992

0.970

0.956
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Compression
Original
BW Imagemultiplier

=1

Compression multiplier = 2

Compression multiplier = 4

Compression
Original
BW Imagemultiplier

=8

Compression
= 10
Original BWmultiplier
Image

Compression multiplier = 12

Original BW Image

Image

Peppers

Size (pixels)

W-512 H-512

Compression multiplier

1

2

4

8

10

12

Compression rate [CR]

5
0.30

6.17
0.39

7.67
0.25

8.39
0.22

9.08
0.20

9.75

1.30

1.19

0.98

0.89

0.87

0.17

0

0.71

1.87

5.36

6.53

(PSNR) dB

Infinity

51.14 dB

42.69 dB

Structural Similarity (SSIM)

1,000

0.998

0.989

4.17
35.72
dB
0.957

CPU time used for compression
CPU time used for
decompression
(RMS)
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Compression
multiplier = 1
Original BW Image

Compression
multiplier = 2
Original BW Image

Compression multiplier = 4

Compression
multiplier = 8
Original BW Image

Compression
multiplier = 10
Original BW Image

Compression multiplier = 12

Image

Mandril

(pixels)

W-600-420

Compression multiplier

1

2

4

8

10

12

Compression rate [CR]

5.35

6.13

7.61

8.32

9

9.65

CPU time used for compression

0.36

0.09

0.06

0.08

0.08

0.13

CPU time used for decompression

0.09

0.33

0.27

0.25

0.23

0.56

(RMS)

0

1.87

4.17

5.34

6.51

(PSNR) dB

Infinity

0.71
51.14 dB

42.69 dB

35.72 dB

33.58 dB

31.87 dB

Structural Similarity (SSIM)

1,000

0.999

0.997

0.987

0.980

0.971

You can see from the results that a high compression rate
with small error metrics is obtained. We get a compression
rate over 5:1 for lossless compression which is better from
the usual compression methods which have a compression
factor of 2:1, but also better from our previews research on
[17] which had a compression factor of 4:1. It also gives
significant compression rates for lossy compression. The
quality factor is adaptable by the user’s needs in terms of
image quality or compression rate.

images producing satisfactory experimental results, but it
can also be used another numerical data without changes.
It offers lossless and lossy data compression at rates
similar to, or higher than existing methods. It starts from a
compression rate factor of 5 for lossless data compression.
Our suggestion is that the lossy variant should not surpass
the quality factor of 10 which leads to a compression rate
of about 9, and according to the user’s needs in terms of
image quality, we can obtain higher and higher
compression rates.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Optimization of this technique and further development of
With this paper, we have described a new technique of it in the space and frequency domain will be the subject of
image data compression based on ―Data Representation future work. Another avenue to be explored consists of
through Combinations.‖ This method has been tested on
Copyright to IJARCCE
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extending our technique towards security practices such as
cryptography, steganography and watermarking.
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